Course Title:

Bioinformatics Information Resources

Instructor's Name(s): Joanne
Date:

Fox

Fri. May 12, 2006

Location:

Buchanan

Lab, UBC
 Full Day

x Half Day

 Other (please specify) _________________

Number of Participants: 10

OVERVIEW
1. What is your overall rating of this course ?
2. How well did course advertising materials
describe the course content ?

4.7
4.4

CONTENT
3. Did the course meet your learning objectives ?
4. Was the content at a level appropriate to your needs ?
5. Were the handouts supplied useful ?
6. Did A/V materials enhance the course
content ?
7. Was the content applicable to your work setting ?

4.7
4.6
4.7
4.6
4.4

DID THE INSTRUCTOR(S)
8. Offer a well organized presentation ?
9. Display good subject knowledge ?
10. Use appropriate style(s) of presentation ?
12. Provide adequate opportunities for
questions and discussions?

4.8
4.8
4.9
4.7

Additional Comments:
Awesome - took the most sophisticated knowledge and made it understandable. THANK YOU.
Best CE I've attended at a conference thus far
Very, very good presentation. Instructor kept interest of class. Dynamic!
Very interesting content and well spoken presenter.

Please turn over……

This was great. The only things I would have liked were a longer session and ideas on where to go to learn more.
Great discussion of Open Access and ethical considerations of this topic.
Excellent teaching style - presented material in a very clear manner.
Excellent powerpoint. Yes being aware of the huge amount of info in databases - can refer researchers to these
sources or to UBC.
Lovely teaching style - v. relaxed. Good activity to define bioinformatics. Good approach to take us from Pubmed
(with which we are very familiar) to nucleotide - made content relevant to the Library
Excellent presentation and presenter.
Excellent Joanne. Thanks!

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE COURSES:
More courses like this that are outside our "traditional" realm of librarianship.

YOUR BACKGROUND
3 Academic health sciences library
3 Hospital library - teaching
Hospital library - non-teaching
2 Government library
Association library
Corporate library
2 Other (specify)

